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According to Bank Negara Malaysia (2016), Islamic banking system total deposits were MYR 386, 196.8 million and MYR 
528, 527.1 million for 2012 and 2016, respectively. An increase of 36.85 percent. This exponential growing trend of deposits 
signposts a great potential for zakatable amounts derived from CASAFA for the benefits of ummah at large.    
 The term zakat is emanated from the core letters za,kaf and ya that means to purify and to grow, to mention some. Overtly, 
it is defined as a “religious tax” by many out of psychology reflexion as one gratifies to pay 2.5% of his wealth. In my opinion,  
however, zakat should be viewed as a “religious obligation”.   
 The reasons are two-fold. First, there is no an element of asset and liability in it. The payer gives it because of Allah 
(SWT) while the recipient carries no obligation to payback. Second, zakat is a device for ameliorating the lot of poor and 
distributing the wealth equitably. I would like to refer a zakat payer as an “upper-hand”, a zakat recipient as a “lower-hand”. 
By any means, zakat is able to narrow down the income differentials exist among them in society. 
 One of the zakat categories that has a key role not only in Islamic society but also to Islamic banking system is zakat on 
CASAFA. I define this acronym as CA refers to current account, SA stands for savings account and FA refers to fixed deposit.  
 This week I intend to highlight zakat issues of CASAFA. Afterward IFSA 2013, fixed deposits and savings account are 
no longer use mudarabah principle. This principle is used for investment instead of savings. Three questions are in need of 
answers. Question # 1 – What are conditions to oblige an individual to pay zakat for CASAFA? Question #2 – How to compute 
zakatable amount for CASAFA? Question 3 – What are new issues associated with zakat accounting for CASAFA?  
 In Malaysia, the zakat rate employed is 2.5% that is based on 354 days a year, a lunar calendar or sometimes it is best 
known as Hijri Qamari or Islamic calendar.  It is the state government’s jurisdiction, not the federal’s. 
 Zakat for CASAFA is paid if certain conditions are met. Firstly, one must be Islam in religion that implies paying zakat 
for CASAFA is valid when one is muslim. Yet, one must be liberated in that sense he is not tied up with others in terms of his 
freedom to move or to own property. The second condition is about haul or one full year ownership of CASAFA that qualifies 
depositors to pay zakat. The third one is on complete ownership. CASAFA must belong to individual or he has a direct access 
to the money deposited in CASAFA. All accounts must not subject to others’ claim. One must have a beneficial benefits 
derived from CASAFA to qualify him to pay zakat. The last one is about the minimum requirement or nisab. The money 
deposited in CASAFA should reach certain minimum level to qualify CASAFA subject to zakat. The nisab for CASAFA is 
equivalent to 85g of gold (24 karat or 999).  This means that when 1g gold is priced at MYR40, therefore the 85g of gold value 
is MYR 3,400 that is the nisab for CASAFA. MYR 40* 85g of gold = MYR 3,400. 
 The self-pay zakat (SPZ) by depositors for CASAFA has been initiated beginning 2015 in which the depositors are 
required to pay zakat at their own effort rather than the bank’s. The depositors may opt to pay zakat directly to the bank that 
is appointed as an agent or to the collection centre of the respective state in Malaysia. 
 Zakat accounting is explicitly found in CASAFA.  Debit and credit rules are counted. Technically, the journal entries for 
CASAFA is easy. When one places MYR1,000 to the bank, the bank will put it under debit (indicating the money-in) while 
when one withdraws MYR1,000 from the bank, the bank will put it under credit (indicating the money-out).  
 I shall provide some illustrations mainly for savings account and fixed deposit for lucidity. I decide not to discuss current 
account since it is largely used for transactional purposes. It is extended to pay debts or instant online cash payment.  
 As for savings account, in January I put MYR15,000 in a wadiah account. In July I withdraw MYR 1,000, leaving 
MYR14,000 as a balance. In September, I withdraw again for another MYR1,000, leaving the balance of MYR13,000. Assume 
the nisab is MYR10,000. Therefore, at the end of the year I pay a sum of MYR 325 as zakat (MYR13,000*2.5%). No zakat is 
paid if my account balance is below the nisab value. For instance, referring back to September’s transaction, I withdraw 
MYR4,000 instead of MYR1,000, leaving my balance is MYR9,000 below than the nisab value of MYR10,000. Thus, no 
zakat is paid.  As for fixed account, say for example, I put MYR15,000 in a tawarruq fixed deposit for 12 months. At the end, 
I pay a sum of MYR 375 as zakat. Assume hibah and profit rate are excluded in these calculations.  
 With respect to the third question. Three new issues are being raised. The first issue is consumers’ receptivity. To this 
point, the factors determining account holders’ willingness to pay zakat on their accounts are inconclusive. Understanding the 
receptivity is vital for an improved zakat payers’ compliance and well-being. The second issue is zakat evasion. Zakat evasion 
is described as one’s behaviour to circumvent for paying zakat on his CASAFA. Zakat evasion leads to unproductive use of 
funds that narrow down the economy activities of muslims. The third issue is the differential rate between zakat rate and hibah 
rate like in the case of savings account. There is a case where one may feel it is unfair to pay zakat when hibah rate is lower 
than zakat rate at the expense of his principle saved for the account. Maybank Islamic, for instance, pays savings account-i, an 
indicative hibah rate of 0.40% - 1.75% p.a, which is lower compared with zakat rate of 2.5%. This issue is, somewhat, relaxed 
for an Islamic fixed deposit. Bank Muamalat, for instance, pays a 3.80% p.a. for fixed deposit placed for 12 month. 
 Needless to say, hibah rate is given out of banks’ “discretion” while zakat rate is a must pay rate of the minimum balance 
of deposited money in CASAFA. Yet, does a salary-based account subject to zakat? does a zakat payer’s discretion matter? 
 All told, zakat for CASAFA is, somewhat, mixed blessings. On one point, the zakat funds generated from these accounts 
can be used to help needy/poor people as well as to improve the well-being of the average zakat recipients.  On the other hand, 
there exists a certain muslim group of people who refuse to perform this obligation is out of unclear knowledge and attitude, 
perhaps. Future empirical works, thus are of need for an enhanced enactment of zakat for CASAFA, where new theoretical 
and practical implications can be forwarded to boost one’s compliance and religious satisfaction on zakat payment, at least. 
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